
 
   

PLEASE NOTE: Before we get into the final results for the 2016 Sunday Leave Pass season and the end of year golf trip. Please make sure you let us 

know as early as possible if you will be playing in January. We are expecting bigger attendances each month next year and we have only booked for 

limited players. With a few new faces expressing some interest in landing a regular spot it sounds as though the numbers may go up next year. We 

hope to see you all out there again in January at Gardiners Run. We will have the 2017 laminated fixture cards available for the first few rounds of 

next year.  

 

A copy of the fixture has been posted on the Sunday Leave Pass Website. http://www.sundayleavepass.com/calendar/ and it has also been included at the end of the golf 

trip results blurb. You are now able to download the entire fixture onto your mobile phone calendar and you will soon have the ability to confirm your status online via the new 

Sunday Leave Pass website. 

 

If you haven’t already can you please let us know if you are expecting to play next year, we have booked for a maximum of 32 players but we need a more accurate guide on who 

we should expect to play regularly in 2017? If we don’t hear or receive a response from you, in order to clean up the current data base we will remove your details form the 

distribution list unless you specifically request otherwise. 

 

Interest in 2017 Sunday Leave Pass Season    Unlikely to Play Regularly Sunday Leave Pass 2017 
Please click on the above link to let us know if you want to stay on the email list.     We will take you off the mailing list 
 

PLEASE NOTE: If we don’t hear from you then we may assume your email is no longer active and you may be removed from distribution lists. 
 

Final results for Sunday Leave Pass Social Club 2016 

     
 

 
 

  
Proudly presented to you by our  
   Sponsor’s for the 2016 season.   .   

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/calendar/
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=Yes%20I%20am%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/EverGreen Winery Tours.htm


We would also like to make special mention to say thanks to Dale Robinson who has been a long term supporter, player and sponsor via DNR print   of the Sunday 

Leave Pass Social Club.  

 

It’s always important to remember who your sponsors within the social club are and to give them a referral or utilize their services if and when the opportunity ever arises. Dale has 

had an ongoing gentlemen’s agreement with Sunday Leave Pass social club where any business he receives via club members or contacts he kicks a percentage back to the social 

club directly.  

 Cheap Printing check out what’s' available don’t forget to contact Dale if you need any Printing supplies for 2017. Please remember to support the guys in the club 

every chance that you get. 

All of our prize golf balls are a direct result of a most generous donation negotiated by Peter Hutson through his work.    This was an incredibly wonderful 

boost to the club and we should be most grateful for the effort Pete made to secure the cash commitment from his boss and we personally thank THE WOOD TECH GROUP for 

getting involved with the Sunday Leave Pass Social Club. 

 

The Sunday Leave Pass Social Club has now been in action for over 12 years and over that time we have just about seen it all, just 

about anything that could possibly happen on the golf course good or bad has, at one time or another happened within the group. 

About the only thing missing from our highlights and low lights portfolio is a HOLE IN ONE. Geoff Cooper from Evergreen Winery 

Tours has been sponsoring the Hole in one prize for the last 6 years and according to the experts the probability of one of us hitting a 

hole in one is just about due. The chances of a social golfer having a hole in one is somewhere around 13000-16000 to 1. Over the last 

12 years we have hit close to 14,298 shots in to par 3 holes but no one as yet has managed to get one exactly right. When someone 

does get a Hole in One, they will be lucky enough to win a winery tour for two people through the Yarra Valley courtesy of Evergreen 

Winery Tours.  

 

 

 

We are hoping some other members might be able to get involved and do some sort of sponsorship if the opportunity arises. We are happy to plug your product or promote your 

business in return for some sort of commitment to the operation of Social Club. Please let me know if there is anything you can do to get involved. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/images/DNR%20Print%20brochure.pdf
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/images/DNR Print brochure.pdf
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/EverGreen Winery Tours.htm


Commercial Golf Club (Albury) Golf Trip Results 
 

GOLF TRIP 2016 
 

They say that a picture tells a thousand words and that is exactly what I will be hoping will be the case for this newsletter, the blurb usually runs in at around 10,000 words so I am 

hoping if I can gather at least 10 to 20 photos from the weekend then that will satisfy my obligations to recount the trials and tribulations of our Albury adventure. I usually 

struggle to remember what happened on the way up to the golf trip let alone what happened once the beer started flowing so it is highly likely that the events and any memory of 

the 2016 golf trip have all been lost except for the photo gallery supplied by all of the guys who attended.  

 

 

Congratulations to Steve O’Sullivan who was officially inducted in the Centurion (100) Club 

Hall of Fame on Friday afternoon after he started the weekend with an absolute shocker. It can’t 

be determined whether it was the early morning start or the multitude of beers during the 4 hour 

drive to Albury but no matter what it was, Steve was horrible.  

 

SOS posted an unofficial score a score of 100 plus as he swatted and shanked, topped and three 

putted his way around the picturesque Commercial Golf course. SOS was calling for help 

(S.O.S) as early as the 2
nd

 hole when he hooked his drive into the fringe of the large barrel 

storm water drain that meandered through the entire front nine holes.  

 

When he tried to play his way out of the difficult lie SOS ended up missing the ball entirely and 

his air-swing resulted in him toppling over backwards and nearly falling to his death down the 

steep 2x meter trench.  

 

We nearly caught the entire episode on video, unfortunately however Stu Coops doesn’t know 

how to use his mobile phone properly so the end result he only took a photo instead of a video 

and that was not even half as funny as the actual scene that played out in real life. 

 

SOS did not improve much as the weekend went on, the 12 handicapper hit double his handicap 

(92 Nett 84) on the Saturday Round and then was piggy backed around the course by Rick 

Turcinovic who was required to record his name on the scorecard for 6 holes in a row while he 

waited for SOS to get a decent drive into play. 

  
 

About the only good driving that SOS did over the entire three days was at about 615am on Friday morning when he was tagged into the drivers seat by Newell Richards who had 

gotten himself into a bit of trouble when he had accidentally jack knifed his trailer at the end of Paul Avenue in Knox and he could not work out how to reverse his trailer back 

onto the road. Highway had never actually backed a trailer before the golf trip so when he decided to pull the Newell mobile into the drive way of the Jones family house at sunrise 

he was asking for trouble.  

 

You can imagine the fear in the Jones’ house when they were awoken at 6am by the sound of a car pulling into their driveway and then when they looked out the bedroom window 

there was a great big grey bus with 5 burly guys in it and a trailer in tow. Once Newell’s car drove up and back for the ninth time getting further and further up the driveway each 

time, they must have been convinced they were about to be robbed or abducted especially when suddenly the sliding door at the back of the Newell mobile and the front driver 

door opened at the same time and there were people walking around outside in their front yard. There is little doubt that the fingers must have been on the phone dialing triple 

“OOO” so it was lucky for all concerned that Steve O’Sullivan was able to straighten the trailer and then get it off their property on his first attempt with just one finger on the 

steering wheel and a couple of cursory looks into the mirror. Newell was then left to do the walk of shame as SOS drove off and left him to find his own way back up Paul Avenue 

to where the boys set about picking up Big Mick and reloading the trailer. 



 

Douggo had little problems getting to Albury, he booked himself a first class train ticket from Spencer street and literally walked out his front door, boarded his own private train 

carriage and then chilled out with a can in hand while the rest of us were motoring down the highway. 

 

 
 

Some argued that Douggo had taken the girl’s way out to and given the luggage tags that were put on his golf clubs it seems that even the Public Transport Network were inclined 

to agree.  

  

  

Evidently in all the rush to get to the station on time, (2 minute walk) Glen had 

accidently packed the wife’s golf clubs instead of his own.  

 

In a sense it was quite appropriate for Douggo to be using a set of ladies golf sticks 

especially since on more than a few occasion he was seen playing his second stroke 

from behind the ladies tees and of course there is the well-known fact that any person 

who is seen drinking a $3.99 bottle of red wine on the Saturday night of a boys 

weekend deserves to be called a woman. 

 

 



While Douggo was riding the railways there was plenty of drinking going on in the cars. By the time everyone had arrived at Albury, almost all except for the designated drivers 

were well hydrated, lubricated and ready for action. 

 

       
 

We use the word “MOST” very generously because there was at least one person who did not get in the spirit of the weekend and therefore could have quite easily have borrowed 

Glenn Douglas’ women’s golf clubs, pink bag tag, played off the women’s tee’s, drunk cheap red wine  and even the pink dress, the wig and carried a handbag.  

 

We of course are referring to the now crowned 2016 Sunday Leave Pass points champion, Andrew Clarke who while his competitor Mick Harper was smashing down bourbons 

and beers from 7am til 2am drinking himself to the point where he was so pissed that he got us kicked out of the bar on Friday night for starting a fight and then not being even 

being in a capable state to beat up a midget. Andrew on the other hand was abstaining and getting as much rest as he could on the trip down the Hume Highway. 

 

 
8.11am Friday 9th December 2hours into the trip Mick’s empties. 

    
 

 

7.07am Friday 9th December. 1 Hour into the trip.        9.41am Friday 9th December. 3& 1/2 hours into the trip. 

 

When he finally did wake up, Andrew had a good weekend. By 3pm on Saturday afternoon he came as close to having a smile on his face as we will ever see him. Once his name 

was announced as the Sunday Leave Pass Points Championship winner for the 2016 season all of the excuses about a bad back, lack of sleep, not playing as many rounds as 

everyone else, the course being better suited to big hitters, food poisoning from the night before etc. etc. were quickly forgotten. 

 

It was good to see that Andrew was able to recite his victory speech especially since my young son Josh came to me a couple of weeks ago to complain that he couldn’t get to sleep 

at nights because each and every night all that he could hear was Andrew rehearsing his title acceptance speech in the bathroom which happens to be directly opposite his bedroom. 

 

Andrew was also crowned the most improved player for the year and he was so besotted by his trophies that he cuddled them all of the way home in the car. Well until he fell 

asleep anyway.  

 



    
   
Andrew had his eyes open for just about the same amount of time that he had his wallet open. He enjoyed the free drinks on Saturday night and he could not get enough into him 

while the club was paying for them, but he suddenly struggled to find any money to buy a drink when the bar tab run out because he couldn’t find his money when it came to 

having a beverage that came with a price tag this is probably because it was hidden behind all of the paper receipts that he hoards in his wallet. Me thinks this may be why his 

wallet was so full. 

 

  



Winners are grinners and it should be said that Todd Neilson the “Canadian Boat Person” was grinning from ear to ear when he received his shield and jacket. Todd was one of the 

nine players who was competing for the Champion of Champions title, having won his qualifying entry by wining monthly title at Devils Bend in May. 

 

The Champion of Champions competition was played off between all of the players who won a monthly competition during the year; the champion of champions is the player 

who has the best score from all of the monthly winners who attended the golf trip. This competition was played off over 9 mystery holes on the Saturday competition with the 

player who scored the most stableford points taking out the title and adorned the coveted winner’s jacket. Obviously Todd Managed to post a few good scores in the correct place 

because at the end of the day his 16 Stableford points was sufficient to win him the title. 

 

Ranking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Player Todd 
Neilson 

Shane 
Cumming 

Gerard 
MacIsaac 

Steve 
Osullivan 

Leigh 
MacIsaac 

Stuart 
Cooper 

Andrew 
Clarke 

Ron 
Parsons 

Glenn 
Douglas 

Points 16 points  

(9 holes) 

14 points  

(8 holes) 

14 points 

(9 holes) 

12 points 

(9 holes) 

11 points 

(9 holes) 

10 points 

(9 holes) 

10 points 

(9 holes) 

10points  

(9 holes) 

10points  

(9 holes) 

 

Todd only just beat Shanno by 2 points, but remembering that because Shane was the December winner he (Cider) was only allocated stableford points on 8 holes instead of 9 

holes so it was a close competition on a tough course. Previous winners have accumulated scores of 20 plus stableford points to win the title. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the weekend there were a few guys who came very close to shouting the bar for scoring a hole in one. On Saturday afternoon Jamie Brunton came with in a bee’s dikk of 

scoring the perfect shot on the 17
th

 hole. Jamie caressed his 5 iron off the tee, deliberately taking an extra club more than he needed with the knowledge that the green was 

protected by a steep bank that would steer a ball back onto the cut surface. Jamie’s ball landed softly on the bank and then bounced sideways before tracking towards the hole. 

According to the guys ahead who had the perfect vantage point, the ball was on a direct line to the hole for all of the way. Evidently the players in the group on the tee in front got 

so excited by Jamie’s shot that they almost needed a Kleenex and an apology as they cheered and rooted for the ball to go into the hole. Only in the last 5cm did the ball ever look 

like missing. Unfortunately in the last instant the contours of the green was just sufficient for the ball to miss to the high side, and sadly for Jamie the ball hit the lip and finished 

within a meter of the flagstick which was way too far away for him to drain the birdie putt. 

In the past we have had a rule that as the Champion of Champions, the jacket wearer has had the entitlement 

of having every other member of the group buy him a drink on the Saturday night of the golf trip.  

 

It has been decided that this has become a pointless exercise because all of the drinks are free courtesy of the 

fine jar and beer wench on Saturday night anyway. 

 

Therefore in the true Australian way we have changed the format and constitution to work in the foreigners 

favor and as of next year we will be handing out ongoing benefits to make life easy for the Canadian boat 

person. 

 

Todd will be the first person who will receive long term benefits for his Champion of Champions round. Next 

year as the Champion of Champions Todd will be able to ask any Sunday Leave Pass member to buy him a 

drink, it is limited to only receiving one drink per member (beer or soft) over the entire year and it can only be 

done so if he is wearing the Champion of Champion jacket at the time. This of course is excluding new 

members that didn’t play in season 2016 but not exclusive to those who attended the golf trip. So if he 

manages himself correctly he should be looking at up to 50 free beers or soft drinks over the next 12 months. 

Now that is a prize worth aspiring for. 

 

The other condition is that Todd must be the one who consumes the drink and he cannot use his power to buy 

beverages for anyone else.    

                                                               

 

 

 



Gerard MacIsaac also came extremely close to scoring a hole in one, well so he says anyway. 

Gerard actually won 4 out of 6 NTP prizes on Sunday so he definitely had his radar on. His best 

shot however was almost an ace on the 12
th

 hole and he says it was lucky that it didn’t go into the 

hole because none of his playing partners were there to witness it. Apparently his perfectly struck 

8 iron was a waste of time and effort as they weren’t even watching. The credit of getting a hole 

in one would have been lost on Gerard’s playing partners as they were too busy off on other parts 

of the golf course doing their own thing.   

 

Just a reminder that if or when someone does actually get a Hole in One, they will be lucky 

enough to win a winery tour for two people through the Yarra Valley courtesy of Evergreen 

Winery Tours. This prize has been donated by Geoff Cooper.     
 

Hitting the ball so close to the hole is one sure way to guarantee your-self a birdie. Gerard and several other boys had quite a few birdies over the three days however the most 

memorable Birdie would have to be the one hit by Mick Harper, although in this instance a sub-par score was not actually registered on his score card. 

 

According to our sources Mick launched a massive drive down the 4
th

 fairway on Saturday which was an attempt to cut the corner and drive the green. The Big Fella got a great 

piece of the ball and there is a very good chance that had it flown just a little bit higher the ball may have cleared the tree’s flew over the storm water drain and potentially landed 

on the green to set up an eagle if not at least a birdie opportunity. Unfortunately that wasn’t the case and the ball smashed into the branches of a large gum tree. The urban golfing 

myth is that a tree is actually made up of 90% air, unfortunately for Mick the other 10% is composed of branches, leaves and sometimes a small percentage 0.05% of the tree can 

be made up of birds such as the rare endangered Albury yellow crested white cockatoo. As Micks ball crashed through the tree there was suddenly a puff of white feathers his ball 

ricocheted into the barrel drain and there was a loud thud as something heavy fell from the foliage. On a closer inspection it was discovered that that the population count of 

cockatoos in Albury had been reduced by one and although Micks intention to hit a birdie had been fulfilled it wasn’t exactly what he had in mind. 

 

  
 

There were plenty of other times when golfers managed to hit their ball into the 10% of the mass of the tree. Phil Plane hit his ball up into a paper bark tree and the ball just stayed 

up there. The ball was actually identified in the tree however it was 4 meters off the ground and it was stuck in the bark in such a way that it was never coming down. 



 
 

Rick Turcinovic also managed to stick his ball to 

the trunk of a tree. Ricks ball was found on the 16
th

 

hole resting in the notches of a tree trunk with his 

smiley face ball marking looking out to the world 

as if it was just taking the piss out of Rick’s 

predicament. 

 

Needless to say the 5 times crowned Sunday Leave 

Pass Angry Man spent plenty of time over the three 

days cursing and cussing at anything and 

everything although from what we saw out on the 

fairways his performance on the course was 

credible if not commendable. 

 

 

       
 



Stu Coops also hit his fair share of shots into the tree’s, the drains and almost every other part of the golf course other than where he was aiming. Stu’s ball was found on the 10
th

 

green after teeing off the 11
th

 hole. Although that doesn’t sound overly unusual in theory, in practice the ball would have had to have crossed 2x fairways a cart path, a maintenance 

shed and travelled 250 meters to get there.  

 

Stu’s most errant drive however was on the 18
th

 hole. The 18
th

 is by far the most majestic hole on the golf course, it starts from an elevated tee looking down a valley with a 20 

degree slope on the fairway enabling you to drive up the right hand side of the hole and then your ball naturally rolls down the slope and around the left handed dog leg corner.  

 

As to be expected Stu missed the corner and pushed his drive straight out to the right. His ball cleared the tree’s flew over the adjoining houses, past or over the large Albury water 

towers and disappeared into the ether never to be seen again. That was what we thought anyway. As it happens when Stu arrived back at the motel which abutted the 18
th

 fairway 

he jokingly said to the guys sitting around the pool, “Did anyone happen to see a Titleist 1 come by this way”. Amazingly Cliff Rowe mentioned in a passing comment that there 

was a golf ball in the garden bed over near the motel rooms, just between Steve Pownes 4wd Prada and his own car.  

 

Sheepishly Stu went over to investigate and sure enough sitting at the base of a staked rose bush was none other than a Titleist 1 with Stu’s unique target markings on it. Luckily 

there were no dints to be found on either Steve or Cliffy’s cars and it was later discovered courtesy of feedback from the motel manager that there was a loud thud heard on the 

roof of the motel, so obviously Stu’s Ball hand landed on the roof of the motel and then rolled off and into the garden beds. Stu did then go on to try to check with the rules 

committee to see if he could take the free drop away from the staked tree and play out the 18
th

 hole again. Any improvement on the 9 that he had posted on the official round would 

have been a great improvement. 

 

   
 

Gerard Mac didn’t do much better. Gerard hooked a drive into a tree on the right hand side of the 18
th

 hole and his ball deflected off to the right and over the boundary perimeter 

fence. Although his ball could clearly be heard smashing onto the tiled roof of an adjoining property there was no need to play a provisional ball because somehow miraculously 

with the aid of an A-Grade bounce, Gerard’s Ball ricocheted back into play and was found in the middle of the fairway some 55 meters away from the house with the roof with a 

damaged tile and dinted solar panels. Gerard finished the hole by lipping out for par and making an easy tap in Bogey. 

 

Chris Sfiligoj has been awarded the Sunday Leave Pass idiot of the weekend award. For years it has been stated that Chris is the smart one in the Sfiligoj family and many have 

questioned how it could even be possible for the Supercoach and Chris to have come from the same gene pool. Unfortunately all of that came unstuck this weekend when Chris 

proved once and for all that he is just as dumb as his brother looks. The Albury golf course is lined with large open water storm drain and these hazards make up a main feature of 

the course. By design the green is often protected by one of these drains meaning you actually need to hit over the hazard with your approaching shots. The access points to those 

greens have narrow walking bridges and there are massive signs at the bridge that read “No Carts beyond this point.” It should be said that Chris does wear glasses and he did also 



have a few beers over the weekend so he may be able to use either of these excuses to explain that perhaps he was blind (in either tense of the word) and he therefore could not 

read the signs.  

  
 

 

 

However as an architect you would expect him to have pretty good spatial relations perception, so it was a bit of a shock to see him try to drive 

a 190cm wide golf cart over a 170cm wide foot bridge. As could be expected it didn’t work out all that well for Chris or the golf cart for that 

matter.  

 

As he tried to drive across the bridge Chris smashed the wheels of the cart into the guard rails and bumped his head on the front wind screen in 

the process. Consequently Chris developed a sudden head ache and the front suspension of the golf cart established a sudden pull to the left as 

one of the sway bars on the front axle became detached from the steering arm. 

 

Even without the golf cart Chris still had difficulty orienting his golf clubs. We are still unsure of what exactly he was trying to do on Saturday 

night, but what we do know is that he somehow managed to park his pull cart on top of himself while he was laying in his bed trying to sleep.  

 



 
 

Albury was a pretty little golf course, the bush and rough was very well manicured if not non-existent, so you always had every chance to 

see your balls while they were in play. This was voted as picture of the week, it was a raw photo taken which gives a great view looking 

straight down the first hole. 

 

Even with the low cut rough there were still several instances where players accidentally played the wrong ball. Highway copped a two 

shot penalty when he walked straight up to Steve O’Sullivan’s golf ball and whacked it down the fairway in the opposite direction to 

which SOS was heading.  

 

Jamie Brunton says his favorite moment of all of the moments on the golf trip (even better than nearly having a hole in one) was watching 

Tony MacIsaac walking dejectedly over to his nephew, shoulders dropped, to tell him that he did in fact play the wrong ball. As Jamie 

put’s it PRICELESS…………… 

 

Congratulations to the boys who managed to successfully drink the golf club dry of Bourbon on Saturday night. The Beer wench worked 

hard to keep everyone hydrated and the end result was that the bar actually ran completely out of the spirit of choice. Amazingly the fine 

jar money was completely depleted by 1000pm and thankfully we managed to not get kicked out which was a vast improvement on the 

previous night. 

 

The only issue we had with the Beer Wench drinks was there were a lot of soldiers left behind. I understand that it is fun to watch the beer 

wench run to and from the bar on a regular basis. In fact it’s great to make him work hard, however the theory is if you order a drink you 

actually need to consume it. This was a table with not a Sunday Leave Pass player left standing as all of the guys had gone to bed and as a 

result there were 5 drinks looking and waiting for an owner. 

        
  

 

FUN & FRIVOLITY & a whole lot of love. 



 

 

 



 
 

 

 

    

Sunday is the day of sore heads and recovery and that is why it is structured as a compulsory Golf Cart and a pairs Ambrose golf tournament for the BEER & BEROCCA 

SHEILD. With Dale pulling out at the last minute the teams were rejigged and it was decided that Dales partner Chris would be partnered up with whoever had the misfortune of 

being partnered up with the Saturday Beer Wench to make a group of 3. This worked out very well for Mick who was able to engrave his name on the Beer and Berocca shield for 

the 4
th

 time. History says that whenever there is a group of three players they always seem to win the competition, each year we are modifying the handicapping system to try to 

come up with a system that equalizes the advantage of the 3
rd

 shot. Even with Greg Breasley standing at the end of the club there is definitely a major advantage of the third player 

and this is why the threesome groups feature so heavily on the Beer & Barocca Sheild hall of fame. 

 

BEER & BEROCCA SHEILD RESULTS 
TEAM 1 TEAM  2 TEAM 3 TEAM 4 TEAM 5 TEAM 6 TEAM 7 

Greg 
Breasley & 

Chris Sfiligoj 
Newell 

Richards 

Brendan 
Seagrave Leigh MacIsaac Colin Ewart Glenn Douglas 

Shane 
Cumming 

Mick Harper Cliff Rowe Steve Powne Jamie Brunton 
Gerard 

MacIsaac Tony MacIsaac Greg Parsons 

73 79 79 80 82 82 82 
6 11 10 10 11 11 11 

67 68 69 70 71 71 72 
 

TEAM 8 TEAM 9 TEAM 10 TEAM  11 TEAM 12 
Rick 

Turcinovic Phil Plane Peter Hutson Ron Parsons Todd Neilson 

Steve 
OSullivan 

Stuart 
Cooper 

Tom 
KellyThorn Andrew Clarke Mark Sfiligoj 

83 85 86 87 89 
11 11 11 10 10 

72 74 75 77 79 
 

 

As for the rest of the field and their golf, the final finishing place rankings on Saturday, Sunday and the champion of Champions were as follows: 



 

 

 

 

 

Once again Mick Harper has run in 2
nd

 place, the big fella continues to fall short of a season win.  

 

Saturdays Results at Albury were as follows: 

 

Ranking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

 

13 

Player 

Shane 

Cummings 

Peter 

Hutson 

Jamie 

Brunton 

Steve 

Powne 

Andrew 

Clarke 

Chris 

Sfiligoj 

Greg 

Parsons 

Steve 

O’Sullivan 

Mick 

Harper 

Newell 

Richards 

Brendan 

Seagrave 

Gerard 

MacIsaac 

Todd 

Neilson 

Score 89 92 101 100 93 106 108 92 89 113 98 90 104 

Handicap 15 17 25 24 15 26 28 12 9 32 17 9 21 

Net Score 74 75 76 76 78 80 80 80 80 81 81 81 83 

Points 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 

 

Ranking 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Player 

Colin 

Ewart 

Stuart 

Cooper Phil Plane 

Tony 

MacIsaac 

Leigh 

MacIsaac 

Glen 

Douglas 

Rick 

Turnicovic 

Tom 

Kellythorn Cliff Rowe 

Ron 

Parsons 

Mark 

Sfiligoj 

Greg 

Breasley 

Score 107 97 112 113 100 99 116 110 97 113 108 134 

Handicap 34 14 29 29 15 14 30 24 11 25 18 32 

Net Score 83 83 83 84 85 85 86 86 86 88 90 102 

Points 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 13 12 11 

 

 

Nearest to the pin prizes were won by:  

  Saturday     
4th Hole  Tom Kellythorn 

7th Hole  Glenn Douglas 

10th Hole           Mick Harper 

12th Hole           Ron Parsons 

12th Hole           Gerard MacIsaac 

15
th

 Hole  (No One Good Enough) 

17
th

 Hole  Jamie Brunton (Lipped out for a hole in one) 

Longest Drive  Glenn Douglas???  

 

Sunday 
4th Hole  Gerard MacIsaac 

7th Hole  (No One Good Enough) 

10th Hole           Gerard MacIsaac 

12th Hole           Gerard MacIsaac 

12th Hole           Gerard MacIsaac 

15
th

 Hole  (No One Good Enough) 

17
th

 Hole  Glen Douglas 

Longest Drive  Mick Harper  

 
Winner for the day Shane Cummings Won 3 Golf Balls. 
 
 Winner of the “BEER WENCH” award was Greg Breasley who shot the 
worst round for the day.  
 

Winner for the Champion of Champions award was Todd Neilson 



Skins won at Commercial Golf Course on Saturday were as follows: 

 

1 Jackpot 

2 Jackpot 

3 Brendan Seagrave 

4 Jackpot 

5 Jackpot 

6 Jackpot 

7 Jackpot 

8 Mick Harper 

9 Jackpot 

10 Jackpot 

11 Jackpot 

12 Ron Parsons 

13 Jackpot 

14 Steve Powne 

15 Jackpot 

16 Jackpot 

17 Jamie Brunton 

18 Tony MacIsaac 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Jackpot 

2 Jackpot 

3 TEAM  2 (Chris Sfiligoj, Greg Breasley, Mick Harper) 

4 TEAM  2 (Chris Sfiligoj, Greg Breasley, Mick Harper) 

5 Jackpot 

6 TEAM  2 (Chris Sfiligoj, Greg Breasley, Mick Harper) 

7 Jackpot 

8 TEAM 4 (Rick Turcinovic &Steve O’Sullivan) 

9 Jackpot 

10 Jackpot 

11 Jackpot 

12 TEAM 6 (Phil Plane & Stuart Cooper) 

13 TEAM 3 (Newell Richards & Cliff Rowe) 

14 Jackpot 

15 Jackpot 

16 TEAM  2 (Chris Sfiligoj, Greg Breasley, Mick Harper) 

17 Jackpot 

18 Jackpot 

 

In Summary skins were won by: 

 

Jamie Brunton  x3 

Stuart Cooper  x3 

Mark Fitzpatrick x2 

David Burns  x2 

Steve Powne  x2 

Newell Richards x2 

Brendan Seagrave x1 

Mick Harper  x1 

Tony MacIsaac x1 

 

The Skins for Saturday were added to the raffle for 2016 prize draw. 

Sunday Ambrose Skins 

 

Chris, Mick  & Greg   x9 each 

Stuart Cooper, & Phil Plane  x4 each 

Rick Turcinovic & Steve O’Sullivan x2 each 

Newell Richards & Cliff Rowe  x1 each 

 

 

 

 



 

Final Place Standings for 2016: 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The other prizewinners from the player’s choice awards and the other competitions conducted throughout the year were as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Social club runs as a neutral organization and all of the money we raise each year is spent on prizes and we start each year with basically a zero $$$$ bank 

balance. As was to be expected the fine jar kitty was drunk dry in the early hours of Sunday morning and the proceeds of the club activities which includes green 

Name Total Played   Rank  Name Total Played   Rank 

Andrew Clarke 105 12 1  Rick Turcinovic 33 12 23 

Mick Harper 102 13 2  Ron Parsons 32 13 24 

Tony MacIsaac 80 13 3  Ian Mutes 32 4 24 

Glenn Douglas 77 11 4  Greg Breasley 32 1 24 

Leigh MacIsaac 75 13 5  Phil Plane 29 11 27 

Stuart Cooper 71 13 6  Greg Parsons 25 8 28 

Peter Hutson 71 10 6  Geoff Cooper 23 4 29 

Dale Robinson 63 11 8  David Burns 21 3 30 

Todd Neilson 62 10 9  Newell Richards 20 12 31 

Steve Powne 61 13 10  John Mea 17 5 32 

Steve O’Sullivan 61 12 10  Jamie Brunton 17 5 32 

Will Fernie 60 5 12  Brad Hughes 13 1 34 

Tom Kellythorn 56 10 13  Ben Nichol 13 5 34 

Cliff Rowe 53 12 14  Adam Cooper 13 2 34 

Gerard MacIsaac 50 8 15  Dennis Jay 12 1 37 

Colin Ewart 50 11 15  Tony Grasso 11 4 38 

Shane Cumming 49 9 17  Ben Caggiano 7 1 39 

Brendan Seagrave 46 12 18  Brendan MacIsaac 7 7 39 

Wayne James 45 9 19  Barry Hemsley 7 3 39 

Damien Vanterpool 39 6 20  Bevan Turner 5 4 42 

Mark Sfiligoj 36 9 21  Mark Fitzpatrick 2 2 43 

Chris Sfiligoj 35 8 22      

Prize category Winners 

Leather Wedge  Tony Grasso SNR   Champion of Champions Todd Neilson 

Angry Man  Rick Turcinovic   Seasons Champion  Andrew Clarke 

Least Improved Newell Richards   Runner Up   Mick Harper 

Most Improved Andrew Clarke   Beer Wench   Greg Breasley 

Skins Champion Mick Harper   Beer & Barrocca Shield  Mick Harper & Greg Breasley & Chris Sfiligoj  

Eclectic Stroke Mick Harper    Putting Competition  Mark Sfiligoj 

Eclectic Stableford Ron Parsons    GIR Avg (greens in regulation) Mick Harper  

Wood & Spoon Newell Richards  

 
 

AND THE WINNER IS…………… 



fees, and beverage & merchandise sales were invested in the form of prizes for the end of year raffle draw. In total we had more than $2000 worth of prizes to give 

away. The spoils were spread over more than 25 of our members. 

 

The raffle is conducted by issuing every player a ticket for each round of golf that they play over the course of the year. If a player wears the Sunday Leave Pass 

Club shirt to the round they are given a second raffle ticket. We also run an 18x hole skins competition where every hole is worth one raffle ticket and a player 

wins raffle tickets for scoring a better stableford score than the rest of the field. In the skins competition whenever 2 or more players have the best score on a hole 

the raffle tickets carry over and jackpot until a unique hole-winner is achieved. Some players had some significant Jackpots through the year where they won 6 or 

more skins at the one time. This dramatically increases the number of raffle tickets a player has but at the end of the day the raffle all comes down to chance. 

 

As a matter of fairness a player is only entitled to take home one prize no matter how many times their name is drawn in the raffle. A player is entitled to upgrade 

to a better prize if their name comes out again and the lesser prize is redrawn. In order to qualifier for the Major Prizes a player must have played at least 6 rounds 

with the club or be in attendance at the Golf Trip to claim the prize. 

Congratulations to all of the winners.  

 

 
PRIZE  NAME Month Ticket Probability 

1 Retractible pen Tony Grasso Jan-16 shirt 4.45% 

2 Ball line Marker Tom Thorn Jan-16 Entry 2.39% 

3 Stats Counter Glenn Douglas Apr-16 Entry 3.26% 

4 Guiness Playing Cards & Cuff Links Tony MacIsaac Feb-16 skin 4.34% 

5 Putter Holder Todd Neilson Jun-16 (2) skin 2.71% 

6 Ball Line Marker Newell Richards May-16 shirt 4.12% 

7 Golf Hat John Mea Jul-16 skin 2.71% 

8 Golf Ball Retreiver Geoff Cooper Jun-16 shirt 0.98% 

9 Golf Hat Andrew Clarke Jan-16 shirt 4.45% 

10 6 golf balls Rick Turcinovic May-16 shirt 3.15% 

11 4 Stubby Holders Damien Vanterpool May-16 skin 2.28% 

12 Solar Golf Umbrella Chris Sfiligoj Apr-16 skin 1.95% 

14 12 x Golf Balls Ron Parsons Jul-16 shirt 4.34% 

15 Callaway Wedge Peter Hutson Apr-16 Entry 2.39% 

16 Shark Golf Buggy Leigh MacIsaac May-16 shirt 3.91% 

17 Titliest golf bag Wayne James Jul-16 Entry 1.74% 

18 Titleist  Hybrid Tony MacIsaac Aug-16 entry 4.34% 

19 Dot PLX Putter Brendan MacIsaac Mar-16 Entry 1.41% 

20 Titleist Golf Driver Shane Cumming Mar-16 Entry 2.28% 

21 Golf Buddy Range finder Dale Robinson Mar-16 shirt 2.82% 

22 Titliest AP1 Golf Iron package Rick Turcinovic Jul-16 shirt 3.15% 

 



PLEASE NOTE: If you have won a prize and you were not on the golf trip to collect your prize please be aware that we will not be chasing you up. 

The prizes will be kept in storage until the end of the next season and if they have not been claimed by the winners by next season’s golf trip then 

they will be added to next year’s raffle. So remember that if you have won a prize you will need to drop me an email or call me to claim your prize 

and arrange for your prize to be made available to you. If a player has not read the results email or checked up on the Sunday Leave Pass website 

then they will not be aware of their winnings and therefore not deserving of the prize.  

 

 
Please make sure you let us know as early as possible if you will be playing in January as we will be hoping for big attendances each month and we have only booked for limited 

players. See you all out there again in January at Gardiners Run.  
 

To check out the Season fixture for next year you can use the following Link 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/calendar/ 

 

Date Time Course 
Melways 

Ref 

29-Jan-17 8.04am  Gardiners Run 274 F11 

26-Feb-17 9.00am Warburton –includes BBQ 289 K3 

26-Mar-17 11.04am Centenary Park –include BBQ 100 E9  

23-Apr-17 8.00am Dorset 51 C6 

14-May-17 8.00am Devils Bend   152 J1 

4-Jun-17 8.40am Spring Park –include BBQ 88 H 7 

25-Jun-17 9.47am Beacon Hills 210 K8 

30-Jul-17 8.45am Bayview (Rosebud Public)  

27-Aug-17 8.41am Werribee Park 259 B4 

17-Sep-17 10.00am Ringwood   63 F2 

22-Oct-17 9.00am Yarrambat 184 D5 

19-Nov-16 9.00am Morack –includes BBQ 63 C5 

8-10-Dec-17 $330-00 Corrowa Golf Club  

Stuart Cooper 0435-002-766            www.sundayleavepass.com 

 

 

If you haven’t already can you please let us know if you are expecting to play next year, we have booked for a maximum of 32 players but we need a more accurate guide on who 

we should expect to play regularly in 2017? 

 

Interest in 2017 Sunday Leave Pass Season    Unlikely to Play Regularly Sunday Leave Pass 2017 
Please click on the above link to let us know if you want to stay on the email list.     We will take you off the mailing list 

 
PLEASE NOTE: If we don’t hear from you then we may assume your email is no longer active and you may be removed from distribution lists. 

 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/calendar/
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=Yes%20I%20am%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season


 

Players Interested in Season 2017 

 

 
 

Player Status  Player Status 

Adam Cooper Unknown  Luke Dumbrell Unknown 

Andrew Clarke Unknown  Leigh MacIsaac Unknown 

Barry Hemsley Unknown  Mark Fitzpatrick Unknown 

Ben Nichol Unknown  Mark Sfiligoj Unknown 

Brad Hughes Unknown  Mick Harper Unknown 

Brendan MacIsaac Unknown  Newell Richards Confirmed 

Brendan Seagrave Unknown  Peter Hutson Unknown 

Chris Sfiligoj Unknown  Phil Plane Unknown 

Cliff Rowe Unknown  Rick Turcinovic Unknown 

Colin Ewart Unknown  Ron Parsons Unknown 

Dale Robinson Unknown  Shane Cummings Unknown 

Damien Vanterpool Unknown  Steve O’Sullivan Unknown 

David Burns Unknown  Steve Powne Unknown 

Geoff Cooper Unknown  Stuart Cooper Unknown 

Gerard MacIsaac Unknown  Todd Neilsen Confirmed 

Glen Douglas Unknown  Tom Kellythorn Unknown 

Greg Breasley Unknown  Tony Grasso Unknown 

Greg Parsons Unknown  Tony MacIsaac Unknown 

Ian Mutes Unknown  Wayne James Unknown 

Jamie Brunton Unknown  Will Fernie Unknown 

John Mea Unknown    

 

Interest in 2017 Sunday Leave Pass Season    Unlikely to Play Regularly Sunday Leave Pass 2017 
Please click on the above link to let us know if you want to stay on the email list.     We will take you off the mailing list 

 
PLEASE NOTE: If we don’t hear from you then we may assume your email is no longer active and you may be removed from distribution lists 

 

We have removed the following people off the distribution list due to lack of activity or no responses to regular communications. If you want them put back on the list then please 

let us know. 

 

Dennis Jay, Paul Blizzard, Michael Jackson, Bevan Turner, Larry Campbell, Nigel Stone. 

mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=Yes%20I%20am%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season
mailto:studaydream@gmail.com?subject=No%20I%20am%20not%20Interested%20in%20Sunday%20Leave%20Pass%202017%20season


Thanks for being part of a very good year. We hope to make it bigger and better next year. 

 

 

Wishing you and your families a very happy and safe Xmas 

 

 
  

Stu Coops, and Sunday Leave Pass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

                


